
At a glance

Location: Klagenfurt

Job ID: 310039

Start date: Jan 01, 2021

Entry level: 3-5 years

Type: Full time

Contract: Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search:

Job ID: 310039
www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact

Johannes Aichholzer
Talent Attraction Manager

Senior Staff Engineer IT ERP Architecture (m/w/div*)

Job description
In this role you will work collaboratively within the IT Enterprise Resource Platforms 
organization and across IT lines to drive and assist the creation of IT Technology 
Strategy and Architectures with strong focus on Enterprise Platforms (SAP). This will 
include among other things the selection and incubation of emerging technologies and 
approaches in order to test whether they will enable Infineon to deliver its objectives 
and seize opportunities in a timely manner. In this role you will face the challenge of 
consolidating and harmonizing our complex system and application landscape on a 
global scale. This gives you the opportunity to set your own footprint and to make this 
project your project.

In your new job you will: 

Drive and assist the  , Principles and development of the ERP Security Initiatives
Guidelines

  and Provide security concepts and solutions for On Premise and Cloud products
work with Business Continuity Team, System Admins, Development and 
Operations Teams to implement security strategies

Drive and assist , and fulfill  and best practices risk mitigation security governance
within the environment

Drive and assist the  Principles and development of the ERP User Experience (UX),
Guidelines

Analyze and ensure technical feasibility for all required applications and device 
, also from UX perspective and making sure overall IT architecture and UX types

strategy are not contradicting each other

Your personal contribution will be valuated and appreciated as the cornerstones of our 
success. And all that in a beautiful surrounding which guarantees a high quality of life. 
ARE YOU IN?

Profile
You are able to quickly establish successful cooperations and gain new insights by 
questioning existing assumptions. You recognize and seize potential for improving 
efficiency with determination and work perseveringly on making things better, faster, 
and more efficient. 

You are best equipped for this task if you have: 

A degree in ,  or information technology industrial engineering, computer science
similar

At least 5 years of professional experience in SAP project lifecycle 
 or operationsimplementations

 as an Implementation Hands-On experience in one or more SAP modules

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


 as an Implementation Hands-On experience in one or more SAP modules
Consultant

Experience with  and the development of SAP FIORI, SAP Portal, WebUI5 UX

Excellent ,  and  skillsproblem-solving organizational analytical

Excellent communication skills in English and preferably also in German

This position is subject to the collective agreement for workers and employees in the 
electrical and electronics industry, employment group H (https://www.feei.at
/leistungen/informations-service/mindestlohne-und-gehalter-2020). A higher payment 
is negotiable depending on your expertise and skills.
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